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Summary This paper outlines the search for a design method for radiant wall panel heating 
using steel pipe coils embedded in concrete cross walls, in a local authority housing scheme (SO0 
dwellings). Using an electrical analogue method, it provides details of heat outputs to be 
expected for variable pipe spacings and temperatures, for a fixed wall thickness or pipe depth. 
Anticipated room conditions and control problems are investigated. The radiant heating is 
linked with a mechanical ventilation system in each dwelling to aid control and minimise the 
risk of condensation. A cost comparison with radiators is given (1970 prices) and some details 
of site tests. 

Radiant wall panel heating with mechanical - - 

ventilation 

MAX FORDHAM, MA, FCIBS, and HELENE RYDING, Bsc, MCIBS 

1 Introduction 

Construction of this system of heating, employed in a local 
authority housing scheme at Alexandra Road, London NW8, has 
been described in an earlier paper'. The current paper looks at the 
.theory and practice of the scheme as designed and built. 
The housing is heated by steel pipe coils cast into 178rnm concrete 
.tenancy separating walls, and fed by water from the district 
boiler-house. As far as the authorscan tell, thismethodof heating 
has not been used before on such a scale, if at all. It was devised 
because of the particular requirements of the building and also 
because of its cost advantages over equivalent radiator schemes. 
The acoustic precautions for the housing block nearest the railway 
necessitated the provision of mechanical ventilation, and it was 
found possible to extend this to the other blocks. Each dwelling 
therefore has provision for mechanical ventilation at the rate of 
1Y2 air-changes per hour. The mechanical ventilation, combined 
with a small heater battery which &n be bypassed, provides the 
means of control for the tenant, since the wall coils are centrally 
controlled at  the boiler-house. By this method of constant 
background heating from the coils, plus mechanical ventilation 
with controllable heating or cooling, the risk of condensation 
should be eliminated. 

1.1 Radiant paneb 

Although the design procedure for floor and ceiling panel heating 
is well established, there is little published information on wall 
panel heating. The CIBS Guide*Table B 1.14 gives outputs for 
heated walls for wall surface temperatures of 2535°C 
(41-140W/rn2), but does not indicate how these temperatures are 
to be achieved. 
Investigations were therefore begun from first principles. 

Calculation of theoretical output 

List of symbob used in Section 2 

specific heat at constant pressure 
depth of buried pipe (to centre line) m 
spacing of pipes m e 

g acceleration due to gravity 9.81m/s2 
h coefficient of convective heat transfer W/m2 K 
7i mean ,, 9 1  9 ,  W/m2 K 

J/kg K 
. : 

_____ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~_________ 

hlax Fordham is a partner in Max Fordham and Partners, Consulting 
Engineers. Helene Ryding was previously a partner in the same practice, 
but is now Lecturer in Engineering Services, Department of Construction 
and Environmental Health, University of Aston, Birmingham. 

thermal conductivity W/m K 
Y f  9 ,  of concrete ,, 
Y ,  ,, of fluid ,, 
9 ,  7, of plaster. ,, 

height of plate m 
constant 
heat output by conduction W 
,, ,, by convection at surface W/m2 
,, ,, by radiation at surface W/m2 

9 ,  Y ,  ,, inplaster ,, 
,, ,, iny direction in concrete ,, 
,, I ,  ,, inplaster ,, 

radius of pipe m 
"C 

temperature at surface of concrete ,, 

temperature at surface of plaster ,, 

half concrete wall thickness m 
plaster thickness m 
constant 
cross-sectional area of wall m2 
Grashof NumbergB P $ A t  dimensionless 

heat flow inx  direction in concrete W 

temperature in wall or fluid 
temperature of air in room 

temperature of pipe ,, 

temperature at surface of wall 

I ,  

1 ,  

Nusselt Number he 9 ,  

Prandtl Number - pcP 9 ,  

k 

k 
absolute mean radiant temp. of K 
surfaces seen by wall 
absolute temperature of wall surface ,, 
coefficient of volumetric expansion 1.K 
of fluid 
emissivity of surface dimensionless 
kinematic viscosity of fluid kg/ms 
density of fluid kg/m3 
Stefan-Boltzmann constant 5.67 x 

At = ts -tai temperature difference between "C 
plate surface and fluid 

2. I Heat output by condiction of pipe embedded in coticrele 

The situation under investigation is s h o w  in Fig. 1. Taking the 
. pipe as  a point source. and considering only  one pipe, for unit 
length of wall, the heat output is 
I n  coticrtw: qIt = -k A & x,y = o I = I,, 

iJX 

(11, =-/?,A& X = X ~  I = t t  
iJy 
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k, = 1.4 W/m' Kd = x, + 
kp = 0.37W/m2 K 
x, = 89ninl 
xll = 12.5mni 
tCt = pipe temperature 
r = IOmm 

= l36rnm 
41 

27 1.4 (74 - $1 
<:c= - - = 2.66 (74 - ts) W/m run 

log [(136/10) + J[ (136/10)*-1 i] 
For a row of pipes buried in a solid (spacing e = 300mm) 
For any one pipe, in the midplane of a solid, and unit length of 
pipe: 

2nk (to -ts) 

qc = log [(elm) {sinh(nd/e)) J 
2nk 

log [300/10n sinh n136/300] 

- - 

Overall heat output in W/m2 = qle = q/0.3 = 10.00 (tcl- t.) 
But this is for both faces, so heat output per wall surface 
= 5.00 (to- t.) 

X ..---- 

I 
Fig. I .  Conduction in wall. 

I 1 fai 
n 

c 

I- * , P 

0 '0  A . 
0 ., 

Fig. 2. Approximate solution for pipe buried in a solid. 

It1 plaster: qt13 = -kltA ijt x = x, t = tt - 
ilx 

(11, = -ktA dl 

ql, = q 1 / 3  - 
ql, = ql:, 

As a simplification. replace plaster by extra concrete. 
i.c. x', =x, + x:k , /k ,  

x = X' + XI, - 
[!Y kp (at) = h(tp -tab 

(ax) xc +xp 

ql, =-k,A itt 
ijx 
- 

qi\ = -ktA at 
ay 
- 

This equation is difficult to solve. especially as no computer was 
atailable at the time. since the equation is cylindrical and the 
boundary conditions rectangular. 

2.1.2 Approxiniatc sohrtiotis 

For 11 pipe buried iti a solid :; 
For unii length of pipe: 

2nk ( tb- tJ  
- 

qc Iog [(d/r) + ./( (dlr)z-l'] ] 

Table 1. Heat transfer by convection at wall d c e .  

2.2 Heat tratisfer by corivectioti at wull surface 

A general expression for the heat transfer by natural convection is 
given by: 

where h is given by: 
N u  = CtGr. Pr)" 
using values for air at 3OOKV 
kr = 0.02623 Wlm K 
p = 3.33 x IO-:I/K 
p = 1.1774kg/m3 
p = 1.983 x lo-.' kg/ms 

Pr = 0.708 
Tliisgiws Gr = 11.5 x IO7("& 

Nil = 0.38 x IFhf 
and Gr.Pr = 8.142 x 10i('zAt 

For At in the range IOoC<Jt<30"C 

Cr. Pr lies iti the rarige 1.018 X IO'CGr. PrC7.694 x 10" 

q t t m  = ItA (tt-ttcrr) = hAAt 

c:, = 1006 Jlkg K 

in the range0.5m<(<3.5m 

The transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs in the range 
IO'<Gr. Pr<IO!' laminar 
Gr. Pr>lO!' turbulent 

- - 
AttK ( m  Gr. Pr Flow Nu h W/m'K 

10 0.5 1.018 x 10" laminar 51.83 2.72 
I 8.142 x 10' .. 87.16 2.18 
7 '6.514 X lo!' turbulent 177.40 2.32 
2.5 1.272 X 10'" . _ - -  *. 231.85 2.43 

1s 0.5 1.527 x 10" laminar 57.36 3.010 
1 1.22 x lo!' turbulent 90.77 2.38 
2 9.77 x lo!' 11. 208.63 2.73 
2.5 1.908 x 10"' 3, 272.67 2.86 

~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~ ~ 

20 0.5 2.036 x 10' laminar 61.64 3.23 
I I .628 x .lo'' turbulent 101.88 2.67 
2 1.302 X 10"' 9. 234.02 3.07 
2.5 2.544 x 101o 9 ,  305.93 '. . 3.2 I 
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@r convection at the surface of a heated vertical plate 
Nii = C (Gr. Prr K 
and qttttt = Ir A& 
where Nri is the overall Nusselt number =!I/ 

!I is the overall heat transfer coefficient 
- q'f t f f  

and K is a constant 

k - 

11 'Z 

For laminar flow' C = 0.8 n = 025 

turbulent flow C = 0.0246 n = 0.4 

K=[ = 0.856 

This gives values for 7; as shown in Table 1. 

These results were compared with Section C3 of the IHVE 
Guide 2. heat emission for plane surfaces by natural convection, 
using the figures for vertical surfaces, based on / I  = 1.9 
This forniula appears to be basedon McAdams'~asjcequation for 
laminar flow for short (%in - 12in) vertical plates in the laminar 
range 

whereas for a considerable part of the.range for length of wall 

.'range of (Gf.Pr) lies in the turbulent range. McAdams gives for 
this range 
Nii = 0.13 (Gr. f'r)'P 
\vhich is independent of thelength of vertical plate. giving 
11 = C(At)'/: ,  the formula commonly used for radiator heat output. 
Although the IHVE Guide states that the equation relatingI1.- to 
(1f)L'-"'does not apply to freely exposed planesurfaces(i.e. whole 
walls). it does not give any guidance as to what range of surfaces it 
does apply to. For temperature differences of 10°C and 20°C. the 
IHVE Guide predictsx = 3.37 and 4.o()W/nl' "C respectively. 
However. checking further with the IHVE Guide, h ~ , ,  (the 
combined convection and radiation surface heat transfer 
coefficient) ranges from 8-10W/nj2 "C (Table C3.9). Convection 
and radiation are usually in the proportions of 35 and 65 per cent 
respectively. (from observation) giving3,- from 2.8-3.5W/ni2 "C 
which agrees \veil with IHVE Guide equation A3.5. where / I , .  for 
internal surface rekistances is given as 3.0. I t  seems likely 
therefore, that for largersurfaces. Table C3.8 isover-optimistic in 
its prediction of heat output. 

2.3 Heat rrairsfer by radiation at ivull surface 

Heat output is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann law: 
q, = UE (f'r - f'rtrr) 

For a wall surface E = 0.9 
therefore 

: b'ii = 0.59 (Gr. 

I ! surfGes and temperature differences under consideration.the 

4, = 5.67 X lo-'' X 0.9 [(273 + t,)' - (273 + t t t t i ) ' ]  

2.4 Heat oiitpiit of walls 

We are therefore in a position to make some estimates of the hrat 
output of the walls for the particular spacing we have chosen. 

. ..L.; 

Table 2. Heat output of walls. 

By conduction 
For pipe temperature of 74"C, and pipe spacing of300mm 
q c  = 5(74 - t) W/m2 
For t ,  = 30°C 'q,  = 220W/m2 

35°C q, = 195W/ni2 
40°C q, = 170W/nr' 

By cottvection 
For2.5m high wall neglectingedge effects, a room air temperature 
of 20°C. 
q,,,tt = hilt W/nI" 
At = 10°C ( t ,  = 30°C) h, = 2.43 q,,,,t = 24W/n1' 

15°C ( t ,  = 35°C) = 2.86 qc,ott = 43W/nl' 
20°C (t, = 40°C) = 3.21 q,,,,, = 64W/ni2 

By radiatiotr 

taking ttnr = 20°C 
For t ,  = 30°C qr = 54W/ni2 

35°C qr = 83W/ni2 
40°C q = 1 14W/n1' 

9. = 5.67 X lo-" X 0.9 [(273 + t,)' - (273 + t t t t t ) ' ]  

Table 2 tabulates these results. 

2.5 Other spacings, pipe sizes and wall thicktresses 

Forotherspacings. pipe sizes. andwall thicknesses. an estimate o f  
the heat output could beobtained in a similar way, using the 
equations: 
q, = q'w, i- q, 

3 Electrical analogue 

An electrical analogue to the heating scheme was set up in the 
following way (Fig. 3). The area of the wall was represented by a 
sheet of resistance paper, on which were painted. using 
conducting paint, circles representing the pipes and lines 
representing the constant afibient temperature of the room. The 
surfaye resistance at the wall was taken into account by extending 
the thickness of concrete by an amount whose resistance was equal 
to the surface resistance. A constant potential was applied 
between the pipes and the boundary line, and the corresponding 
equipotentials plotted using a voltmeter. 
Dimensions are &en in imperkl units (with metric equivalents in 
brackets), as this was how the work was done. 
Pipe spacings of 9. 14,24in and 2(229,356,610mm and x )  ivere 
investigated for %in (19mni) o.d. pipes in the centre of 7in 
(178mm) concrete walls. 

ov 

line of wall surface 

L 
1 variable spacing 1 

Fig. 3. Airalogiie diagrani. 

Surface temperature Conduction Convection Radiation Conv. +Rad. 
"C W/m2 W/m2 \V/m' W/m2 

30 220 24 5 1  78 
35 I95 43 83 126 
40 170 64 114 178 
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Surface conductance (radiation and natural convection) 
concrete to air = 2 Btiilfi'"Fh 

= (1 1.356 WIm'K) 
Thermal conductivity of concrete = 10 Btii irilfi' "FIi 

= (1.442 WIrnKl 

The result sin theanalogueareshownin Figs. 4.5and6.Thegraphs 
can also be used to predict the heat output for various pipe 
spacings and for various differences in temperature between the 
pipe and the room. 

LI 3.0- 
0. 

F 2.5- 

'L, ' 2.0- 

4 

5 
Q 

0 

U 

2 1.5- 

'L, 1.0- 

2! 0.5- 

- ,  

In order to take account of the surface conductance, the thickness The design in 'g. was laken be (300mm) 
of the concrete was increased by 5in (125mm) either side. N o  
account was taken of plaster in the original calculations. 
Room air temp = 65"F( l8.3"C) 
Mean water temp = 16S0F(73.9"C) 

spacing giving an output of 0.675Etir/h/r' "F (3.831VIrdK). For a 
temperature difference of 100°F (55.6"C) between the pipe and 
room: 
Output = 0.675 x 100 = 67.5Btii/hfi' (213iVlnl'). 

0.8 - 
5 
2 0.6: 
3 

0.4- 

0.2 - 

Equipotential lines were plotted round the pipes and 
measurements made at %in (12.5mm) intervals along the line of 
the wall. A mean wall surface temperature was calculated as a 
percentage as follows: 

temperature at wall - temperature of room 3( l o o ~  
temperature of pipe - temperature of room 

and the total heat emitted t;yihc \vat1 \&calculated. expressed as 
output per uni t  length of pipe and per unit  area of wall, for each 
face of the wall. The results obtained \Yere checked by an 
alternative flow path method, which gave confirmatory upper and 
lower bounds. Checks \vcrc also made for  the linearity of the 
resistance paper and the voltmeter. 

A comparison was made of results predicted by the graph and the 
results produced by J .  Vidal " in his paper "Experimental 
calculation by electrical analogue of temperature distribution in 
radiant panels". This paper describes a more complicated 
electrical analogue but uses the same basic technique of applied 
voltage to points on resistance paper. The conditions investigated 
arc for floor panels only, but some of the conditions can be 
compared, and give quite good agreement. (See Tables 3 and 4.) 

Unfortunately there is no way of applying these results to ~valls of 
different thicknesses or pipes at varying depths, but it is hoped to 
investigate these in the future. 

4 Installation design 

Sjtribols iisetf iri Sectiori 4 

Area of wall i. j, k 
Heat output of bedroom nall 
Heat output of living room wall 
Ventilation heat loss per unit temp rise 
Structural heat loss per unit temp rise 
Temperature in room I ,  2 ,3 ctc. 
External temperature 
U value of ivall i, j ,  k 

m2 

\V 
W 
W/K 
WIK 
"C 
"C 
W/mZK 

L I 1  I I I I I I I I 

8 12 16 20 24 4.1 Heat loss estimation (Figs. 7,8 and 9) 
inches 

plpe spacing millime tres 

I I 1 

6bO 

Fig. 4. Heat oirtpiit per i ir i i t  surfirce urui for wrjirig pipe sprrcitig 
(Ofif' side 0 f 1c.trll or fly). 

A quick heat loss estimation using the conventional method of 
heat loss calculation for the divelling was done. Room 
temperatures were those recommended by Parker Morris. plus 
additional 
hccn done ivith living-room tempcraturcsof 18°C. and this was not 

zoo 300 400 500 

by the client. The original design had 

Table 2. Electrical analogue results-Imperial units. 

Pipe hlean ~vall Actual mean tvall Heat flow Heat flow per 
spacing surface tcmp surface temp per pipe unit surface area 

i nches per cent "F Btu/ft h"F Btu ft2 h"F 

9 39.2 101.2 0.588 0.781 
I4 30. I 95.1 0.702 0.602 
24 18. I 83. I 0.724. 0.362 

S.I. units 
. .I- 

~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~ ~ 

Pipe hlean ivall Actual mean \vall Heatflou Heatflow per 
spacing surface temp surface temp per pipe unit surface area 

mm per cent 'C W/mK Wlrn'K 

719 39.2 40. I I .02 4.45 
356 30.1 35.1 1.22 3.42 
610 18.1 38.4 I .25 2.05 

96 

~ ~~ 
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adjusted later. as i t  ivasexpected that the increase of mean radiant 
temperature \vould give the required environmental 
temperatures. Air-change rates \vere taken as 1% air-changes per 

Taking the temperatures of the living room and bedroom as given 
at 18°C. the unknownsare T?, TJ, T:, and the heat outputs H I .  and 
H N  . i.e. five unknowns for which \ve have five equations. 

hour throughout the dwelling. This air was allocated throughout 
the dwelling according to the positions of doors, windoivs and 
kitchen and lavatory extract fans. assuming the mechanical 
ventilation system tvas not \\.orking. This gave a total heat loss for 
the dntlling of about 3.5kW. 

-1.2 Clieck oti ai.ailrrble i d  oreit 

A check was made of the available \\all area for heating, and ar 
X n 2 ,  tvith a heat output of5. IkW at 213W/m', one tvall \vas 
adequate t o  heat the whole dwlling. 

-1.3 Herit bnlrnice 

Heat lOS5Cs \\ere again calculatcd. but as a set of simultaneous 
equations, as follons. An equation balancing heat gains and losses 
for each room \\as set up. e.g.: 
Liiitig room (heated) 

Kitchen (unheated) 
HI. = (Qv + Q s )  (TI - To) + ZAiUi (TI - Tz) + ZAlUj (I1 - 7") 

0 = (Qv i Qs) (T4- To) + CAiUi (T4- 7") + CAjUj ( t d  - 73) + 
ZAkUk (T4- TS) 

'Table 3. Vidal conditions. i 

The solution for this particular dtvelling is given in Table 5. 
together \vith the client's required temperatures. 

-1.4 Coil c l c w j y  

The area oflvall required for hcatingwas checked against the wall 
area availablc. In the case of the bedroom this was amplc. but in  
the living room the availablearea \vasonlyY.7m'asagainst 12.2m' 
rcquired. Ways of decreasing the heat loss of the living room \\'ere 
sought. but-this \vas found difficult. as the main heat loss was from 
the full height full width single glazing. No  money ivas available 
for  double glazing. so that this heat losscould not bc reduced. The 
roof. hoivcver, had insulation added. reducing the U value from 
I .  IJ\V/m'K in the heat losscalculations to0.82. In addition. it  ivas 
felt that thesliding door bct\vecn the bedroom and living room 
nould n o t  provide much insulation betiveen the t\vo rooms. and so 
the bookshelf/lobby space bctlveen the roomscould be considered 
tocontribute to  the living room heating, to make up the restofthc 
area. Coilsivcre then designed to take up this area. including tails. 
ax s h o w  in Fig. 10. 

-1.5 Grrbk cirrtl cotirlitiori 

Coil4 occur on exrernal \talk only  at gable end4 \\here the Pipe depth in slab = 70mm 

Conductivity of concrete = lkcal/hmK = 1.163W/m2K 
Pipe temp = 50°C 
Room temp = 20°C 
Pipe spacing mm S o 0  350 200 Thermal resistance from pipe coil to external air = 0.88m2K/w 
Heat output k cal/m'h 60.0 83.0 121 .O 
Heat output W/m2 69.8 96.5 140.7 

Surface resistance (uppersurface) = 10m2h K/kcal= 11.63m*K/w con\truction is as shONn in  Fig- I I .  

Thermal resistance from pipe coil to internal space = 0.21m2K/w 

hlcan suiface temp "C 26.0 28.3 32. I 
Therefore heat output internally - 0.88 

heat output externally 0.21 - 42 

Table 4. Predictions from Graphs 1 and 2. Coils o n  external walls have been designed in exactly the same way 
;IS other ivalls. for simplicity. Should overheating occur. then the 
amount ofivater circulating through the coils will be reduced. 

Based on : pipe depth in wall = 8Ymm (3.Sin) 
Surface resistance = 1 1.356m2K/W 
Concrete conductivity = I .442W/rnK 
Pipe temp = 50°C 
Room temp = 20°C 

Heat output W/m' 76.8 I04 143 
Mean surface temp "C 26.5 2Y.3 32.3 

Pipe spacing mm 500 350 200 

Table 5. Heat requirements for dwelling. 

Room Design Heat bala'nce Heat required Area of wall 
temp "C temp "C (+ 10 per cent) (based on 

2 13W/m') 

I .  Living Room 18 18 (given) 2.6kW 12.2 
2. Entry 13 14 0 
3 .  Bedroom 18 18 (given) 1.3kW 6. I 
4. Kitchen 13 14 0 
5. Bathroom None 14 0 

- 

- 
- 

(assumed 10°C) 
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45t  

I 
I 
I 

I 1 I I I I I I 

8 12 16 20 24 
I 1  1 I I 

inches 

200 300 4 00 500 600 
pbe spacing millimetres 

temp. on wall - temp. in room 
N =  x 100 

temp. of pipe - temp. in room 

Fig. 5.  hleoti sirrjiice tettiperutiire for  vurioiis spucitigs. 

Fig. 7. Typicul2 persoti flat. 

lsothermals shown round 19mm 0.d. pipes at 3OOmm centres in l7Smm 
concrete wall. Al l  figures are temperatures in 'i? The pipe on the 
left-hand side of the chart is at the outer m'ge of the coil. 

I wall surface 1 I 

Fig. 6. Tt.rtiperutirre distribiitioti roiitidpipr. 

These \\ere designed in two sizes, for the different dwelling types. 
T h e  fans \vcre designed at 25 and 50 litresls, to work against 
125N/rn2. and were 150rnm centrifugal fans working at  2900 
rcv/min. The  heater batteries were designed to heat the relevant 
amount of air from -1°C to 50°C when supplied with water at 
S2"C flow and 66°C return. This duty was chosen to provide some 
measure of heating to  the dwelling. rather than just provide 

98 

\\armed air. The  \vater temperatures for the heater battery are 
those for the coils. as the t\vo systems are in series, the water 
passing through the heater battery first. This \vas largely because 
of the  later addition on  the fan convectors. which, if!hey had been 
on a constant temperature circuit would have ncccssitatcd estra 
pipeivork. 
Each d\velling has tivo or  three outlets from the fan convector 10 
providc heating in rooms not on heated \valls. 
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I 25 

I 

Fig. 8. Heating. Figures are litres/second. 

1.5 air changedhow for whole 
dwelling = 69 I/s. 

Fig. 9. Natirral retitihion. 

stiffening straps 

300 

300 

1 1 1  1 1 
1 variable I30d variable variable1 

Fig. 10. Typical coil. 

cenfre-line of 
pipe coil 

outer load-bearing 

polystyrene 

concrete skin 

2538' 89 l% 

Fig. 11. Gable end section. 
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5 Cornforrand control 

Control of the heating is achieved in a number of ways. The basic 
level of heating provided for all tenants in one block is set by the 
water flow temperature, controlled in the boilerhouse by a 
\vather-sensitive compensator. The high thermal capacity of the 
building does not permit sensitive control according to rapidly 
fluctuating weather conditions. 
Weatherdata from the Meteorological Officewas analysed to find 
the frequency and magnitude of rapid fluctuations. Checks were 
also made of the thermal capacity of the building, both for heating 
up and cooling down. Investigations were made as to the effect of 
small changes in outside temperature on inside temperatures. 
From these investigations. it would appear that the  worst 
problems will be overheating in Spring, when an outside 
temperature rise of 5°C in two hours will produce an internal 
temperature rise of 3°C and the building will take 3.5-4 hours to 
cool do\vn. This appears likely to happen 2-3 times a year. On 
these occasions, the tenant will be forced to cool the dwelling by 
opening the windous. to throw away the heat. 

List of synibols iised iti Sectioii 5 

h combined convection and radiation heat transfer W/ni"C 
coefficient 
heat output of wall 
internal air temperature 
external air temperature 
room environmental temperature 
flow watcr temperature 
mean water temperature 
return water temperature 
wall surface temperature 
mean radiant temperature of room 
area of wall 
ventilation loss per unit temp rise 
air change rate 
heat loss through building fabric 
ventilation heat loss 
U value of wall 
volume of room 
rate of water flowing in pipes 

5. I Eti virotinien fa1 reniperatiire. rlieoretical 

Living rootn 
For radiant heating systems 

Q., -- - 
ai - 4.8ZA . tei- t 

W 
"C 
"C 
"C 
"C 
"C 
"C 
"C 
"C 
m' 
W/ K 
Jh 
W 
W 
W/m2K 
m:: 
m::/scc 

0.33NV 4.8ZA 
4.8ZA + 0 3 3 N V  

4.8ZA (tei - tai) = (tei - tao) 

For a living room with 
\'A = 78.25m' V = 42.8-h: 
This reduces to: 

Fordcsign conditionsraI = 21°C N = I.5//1rr,~,, = -1°C 
This gkes room conditions of: 
" I  = 21"Ct',I = 19.8"Ct,l = 21.6"C 
A ltertinrivel~ 

Heat probided by \\all= 9.7 x 213 = 2000W 
XQi = VAU ( ~ , , - t , ~ ~ , )  XAUexternal surfaces only 

tc i  = (1  + 0.03SN) t.u-0.03SNtm. 

1 - 1 1 
- - 

C, - 0.33NV ' 4.8ZA 

Given ZA U = 78W/K b = -1°C 

This gives 

and Qt = 20(tc1 - h) 

givingr,.l = 19.J"C 
and Itti = 18.4"C 

ZA = 7S.25m' V = 42.84m" N = 1.5/h. 

CY = 20W/K 

but XQ/ + Qt = 2000 

tr i  = 19.9"C 

Bedroom 

As for Living room 
(tei - tai) = (tei - t a d  0.33NV 

4.8CA + 0.33NV 

but VA = 75.6111~ V = 40.4m:: 
Hence tc.l = id,!( I + 0.037N) -0.037N I,,,, 
For design conditions 
t,.i = 18.3"C LSJ = -1°C N = . I  .5/h 
f i  = 17.3"C fit = 18.8"C 

5.2 Weather riafa 

The Meteorological Office was asked to supply details of 
temperature changes of 5°C or more over one hour and t\vo hour 
periods. Detailswere provided for 1963 to 1970 inclusive. with 
dates and times. The figures were analysed as follo\vs:- 
Table 6. Changes in one hour. 

N o  of rises N o  of falls 

hlonth 5°C 6°C 7°C 5°C 6°C 7°C 

J 
F I I 
M I 
A 2 I 
M 1 I 
J 
J 
A 
S 
0 
N 1 
D 

Rise Fall 

Average change "C 6 5.3 
N o  of occurrences over cigh t years 3 6 

No of occurrences 
~ ~~ 

Time of day Rise Fall 

osoo- 1200 3 I 
1200- 1600 3 
1600-22000 1 
2000 - 2400 1 

The conclusion drawn from Table 6 was that large changes in one 
hour \Yere rare enough to be disfounted. 
Changes in two hours are analysed below in Table 7. 
Some'of these two-hour periods overlap, i.e. 0SO~-loOO. and 090& 
1.100, on the same day. An analysisof the risesin the niorningtvas 
aihde asghown in Table S. 
In all these cases, there is an overlapping period. so that the total 
number of rapid rises is artificially increased. and should bc 
reduced from 96 to 76. 
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Table 7. Changes in two hours. 

No of rises No of falls 

Month 5°C 6°C 7°C 5°C. 6'C 7°C 

J 
F 
h,l 
A 
hl 
J 
J 
A 
S 
0 
N 
D 

I 1  
14 
13 
17 
6 
4 
8 
7 
I 

1 
1 
I I 
4 3 
I 2 
3 I 1 
2 
I 
I 

2 
1 I 

&--ti fai -&o 

t - toil ti' -too' 

-- o r  

Table 9. No of occurrences. 

Initial temp range "C Rise Fall 

0- 5 
6- 10 

11-15 
16-20 
21 -25 

6 0 
14 1 
36 2 
I9 5 

I 3 

Rise Fall 76 11 

A\criige change "C 5.16 5.09 
N o  o f  occurrences ovcr eight years 96 I 1  

N o  of occurrences 

Time o f  day Rise Fall 

25 2 
66 1 

4 1 
I 3 

4 - 

Table 9 shows the range and number of occurrences of 
temperature changes. 
Falls arc relatively rare and heating can be boosted by the fan 
convector. Rises are much more common. Rises in the range 
0-15°C initial temperature (520°C) can still be accommodated by 
bringing in air from outside to cool the inside temperature. Rises 
in the range 16-25°C initial temperature will not be able to d o  this 
as the external air will not be colder than the internal air. Rises in 
this range represent 20/76 = 26.37 per cent. Overheating may 
occur in these cases i f  the output of the walli is not adccluatc~y 
rcduccd by the room temperature's rising. Thih is posiblc on a n  
avcragc of 20/8 = 2.5 times a yew. 

5.3 Effect of sriiirll viiricifiorrs ofoiitsiilii tcwpcwif i i r i~  ori rootn 
corirlitioris 

For steady conditions: 
q ~ t  = IiA ( t > - h )  butq. = (CJ + Ca)(h-f,,(,) 

If the outside temperature changes t o  I,~,,'. the room temperature 
tvill change to f , , , I .  and the hcat output of the wall will change to 
ci'~,. This argument assumes that the water flow temperature 
variation with outside temperature is sloivcr than the r i x m  
temperature variation with outside temperature. 

Table 8. Rises in morning. . *. .- 

Table 10 shows that for variations of outside temperature in Spring 
u p  to 5K the room temperature rises by less than 5K. 
The fan convector will provide 50 litre/sec of fresh air. So with fan 
on:- Cv + Cv + 0.05 x 1300W/K 

q'w = hA (tS - ta i l )  [Cf +(Cv + 65)] (tail -taol) 

t s - t  I .(Cf+ Cv i- 65) (tail - taol) 
- - ai 

ts 'ai (Cf + Cv) (tai - tao) 

C f +  C, = 3500 -w= 175 
20 

t s - t  ai I 240 tail - t,, 1.37 (tail - taol) 
- -  - - - =- 

ts - t ai 175 tai - tao (tai 
Table 11 tabulates values of b i .  

So. rises in outside temperature o f  5K do not affect r o o m  
temperatures by more than 3K. in the short term. 

5.4 Bnlmcirrg 

For steady state, at design conditions: 
Heat output from water for one side o f  the \\all 

Heat output from nall = IrA ( I ,  - I,,) 
= ' h \ V  x 4.187 x i ( F ' ( t J - f # )  

ts * tai 

%(tf+ t$ - tai 
For pipe coils at 3o(lmm spacing = 0.35 

7 

40 
Therefore heat output from wall - 
For the following ralucs i,,,l is given: 

=- hA[tf + t, - 2tai] 

Total period o f  Total rise No of No of equivalent 
rapid rise (hours) "C occurrences 2-hour periods 

10 
8 
7 
6 

3 
6 
8 
3 

20 

~ 
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Table 10. 
~ 

t, - ta i  
tai - ta?C tai  t. t;" t\ - tao taol - tau 

20 30 10 Y2. 
20 30 . 15 213 
20 25 10 113 
20 25 15 '/2 

2.5 
3 .O 
1.6 
2.5 

Table 11. Table 12. 

tJl t\ fJO fJ<l' tau' 

20 30 10 15 21.3 
20 30 15 20 22.7 
20 25 10 15 20.9 
20 25 15 20 22.1 
20 35 5 10 20.5 
20 35 10 15 21.5 

Heat loss = (C, + Cl)(~i- t , , , , )  

In steady state: 
CI 
I 

?4w ~ 4 . 1 8 7  x 1Df ( t f -  tJ = -hA [ t f+  tr -2tai] 
40 

In the incorrectly balanced condition: 
Heat ourflow from water for one side of wall 

Heat output from wall = hA (f,l -[,,;I) 

= ' / 2 ~ '  X 4.187 X lP(ti-fr') 

$1 - tai i 
= 0.35 

31 [ t f+  tr' - 2tai'] 

7 
40 

Therefore heat output from wall = -hA [ t f+  trl -2tai'] 

Heat loss = (CV + Cf) ( t d  -tuo) 

7 
And 3 1 ~ '  x 4.187 x 109 [ t f -  t,'] =z hA [ t f+  trl -2tai1 J 

Dividing (2) by (1) 

w' [tf-t, ']  = t f +  tr' -2tai 1 -  - tai 1 -tao 

w [ t f -  tr] t f +  tr' -2tai tai - tao 
-- -- 

For design conditions t/ = 82°C 
t r  = 66°C 
tui = 18°C 
fuu = -1°C 

wL[ 82 
] = 8 2  + tr' -2tai1 = tail + 1 -- 

9 112 ..5: 19 

Using the second part of the equation 

substituting for (2, and rearranging 
I 3004 W'/W - 16 

tw' = 
150 w'/w + 16 

w'/w tai'"C 

0.5 16.3 
,0.75 17.4 
1 18 
1.25 18.4 
1.5 18.6 

Table 12 shows the effect of incorrect balancing on the room 
temperature. 
This shows that balancing the exact quantity of water passing 
through the coils is not critical with the range t 2 5  per cent. 

- 

6 Site measurements 

A series of measurements were made in a typical two-person 
dwelling over four days in January 1978. This was in a period 
immediately prior to handover to the client, so no dwellingswere 
tenanted. 
Measurements were made in the living room and bedroom using 
thermocouples with sensors sellotaped to the walls in various 
places. Air temperatures were measured by mercury in glass 
thermometers placed centrally in the room. 
Unfortunately the water temperature in the pipework had been 
raised above the design conditions by the mechanical 
subconrtactor and were left at this temperature for some time. 
This was immediately corrected, but the heat build-up caused by 
this and the lack of air circulation generally in the dwellings, due to 
the security requirement of keeping the dwelling closed, meant 
that temperatures were in excess of the design conditions, and this 
has to a large extent affected the results. 

6.  I Performance offhe ir-all 

The ratio of wall, pipe and room temperatures was calculated 
using average figures over the period. 

temperature on wall - temperature in room 
temperature of.pipe - temperature in rooni 

x 100 

=40 - 2 4  
47  -24 
- -  x 100=69.5 

This is very high compared with 32.5-from the analogue results. 
The room temperature remained more or less constant 
throughout the period. The wall surface temperature cooled only 
slowly both with and without ventilation. The mean water 
temperature was originally approximately 70"C, before being 

, corrected, on the first day, to approximately 58"C, and on 
following days modulated according to.the weather around 45°C. 
If it is assumed that the conditions in the room bear more 
resemslance to those produced by a mean water temperature of 
70°C. i.e. that the lack of ventilation prevented the room achievinBi 
asteadystate forawater temperatureof45"C, the ratioworksout 
at 35. 
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6.2 Experittictito1 rcsirirs 

Eli iirotinietitol tenipernrirre Living room 
Table 13 tabulates measurements taken on site for the living room. 

Table 13. Living room. 

Time o f  Ext. Internal hlean Heated Environ- 
reading temp. air rad. \vat1 mental N 

temp. temp. surface temp. 
temp. 

5th 16.30 6.4 20.5 22.9 35.25 22.1 3 
6th 10.50 7.0 21.5 22.25 33.8 21.75 0.5 

7th 12.20 6.5 20.0 21.2 31.4 20.8 0.6 
15.40 5.25 21 .o 22.4 33.35 21 .Y3 I .7 Fan on 

14.30 7.5 20.0 24.2 35.6 22.8 6.0 Fanon + win- 
dow halfopen 

lh.15 0.75 20.0 23.6 35.3 22.4 4.8 Fan on hot 
window shut 

16.50 6.0 11.7 19.5 32.5 16.Y 24.0 Window 
wide open 

Using tei - tai = (tei - tao) x 14.1N 

375.6 t 14.1N 

(375.6 + 14.1N) (t,i - tai) = 14.1N (tei - tao) 

375.6 (tei - tai) = 14.1N (tei- tao) 

N = 375.6(tei - tai) 

14.1 tai - t,, 
- -- 

For 1.5 a/c in nhole dwlling air flow = O.O-!Ym::/s = i7hm::lh 
vol. of living room = 42.84 
:. I .5 a/c in ivhole divelling = 4 a/c in living room 

Using tei - tai = (tei - tao) x 13.3N 

362.9 t 13.3N 

3 6 2 9  (tei - tai) 
13.3 tai - tao 

N = -  - 

For 1.5 a/c in whole dwelling air flow = 0.019m':/s 
vol. o f  bedroom = 41.66m:: 
I .5 a/c in whole dwelling = 4 a/c in bedroom 

Bedroom 
Table 14 tabulates measurements taken on site in the bedroom. 

Table 14. Bedroom. 

7 costs 

The t\vo alternatives compared at the cost plan stage of the design 
\vcrc 
be provided from a central boilerhouse in both cases, and the 
distribution pipework was identical. The difference in cost for 
these two alternatives is therefore in the installation costs in each 
d\velling. \vhich are cornpared below (at 1970 prices). 

7. I Pipe coil sysrctii 

Costrper 10 dwellings = f600 (see Table 15). 

radiator system and the pipe coil wall heating. Heat was to 

7.2 Rtiriiritor sclicttic 

Cost per 10 dnellings = f1300 
Therefore saving with pipe coil system = f 13O-fhO = f70 per 
dwelling. 
hlcchanical ventilation was required in both cases and the cost of 
this. based on the provision of a small fan in each room requiring 
mechanical ventilation. was fY5 per d\velling. This included 
provision for sound-proofing. as i t  would not be acceptable for 
noise reasons merely to install a simple system such as Ventaxia in 
a \vindo\v. I n  order to simplify the maintenance problems, the 
number o f  fanswas reduced to one per d\velling. and although this 
ncccssitated more ductivork. i t  enabled a heater battery to be 
incorporiited for no extra cost. The total extra cost of the pipe coil 

Timcof Ext. Internal hlean Heated Environ- 
rcading temp. air rad. \Val1 mental N 

h-I "C tcnip. tcmp. surfnce temp. 
"C "C temp. "C 

"C 

5th 16.30 0.3 27.2 29.3 39.2 28.6 1.7 
6th 10.30 7.0 26.5 28.7 37.4 28.0 2.1 

l l . 5 0  8.3 26.5 28.7. I.- 37.5 28.0 2.3 
14.05 8.5 26.5 2Y.2 36.5, 28.3 2.7 
15.40 5.5 20.0 28.4 36.7 27.6 2.3 Fan on 
18.25 5.0 24.0 28.2 36.8 26.8 6.Y 

12.20 6.5 21.0 26.8 37.8 24.9 7.2 ,, ,. 
14.30 7.5 24.0 27.3 37.7 26.2 3.6 Fan on 
16.15 6.75 26.5 29.6 38.2 28.6 2.9.. ,. 
17.15 6.0 14.0 25.8 36.2 21 .Y 26.9 Windotvs 

7th 10.30 6.0 21.0 27.0 38.9 25.0 7.3 Window open 

wide open 
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Table 15. Costs-pipe coil system. 

Cost per riser (I0 dwellitigs) 
Coils supply 
Builders' \vork (see summary below) 
Pipe connections to risers 

f 
120 
400 
77 
597 
- 
I_. - 

Builders' work (torn1346 dwellings) 
3500 

Extra reinforcement 6500 

500 
f l35W 

(approx. f40 per dwelling) 

Limestone aggregate : extra over shingle 

Heating coil fixing costs 3000 
Work in connection (pockets for pipe connections) - 

and mechanical ventilation system, over a conventional radiator 
scheme without mechanical ventilation, was therefore only f25 
pcr divelling. 

8 Conclusions 

This paper outlines a method of designing radiant wall heating by 
steel pipe coils embedded in concrete cross walls. I t  provides 
details of outputs to be expected for particular pipe spacings and 
t mpcratures. Anticipated room conditions and control problems 
a, f e investigated. 
A preliminary site test shows that the temperatures predicted in 
the walls and the rooms are being reached. However no detailed 
investigation on site has yet been done, At the time of writing 
tcnants have been in occupation for six months. including the cold 
spells of the winter. Dwelling temperaturesseem to be higher than 
predicted and an experiment in reducing the flow temperature has 
produced no complaints so far. 
While this type of heating is limited in that it can only be installed 
i n  concrete walls, the designers suggest that it isa more satisfacory 
form of heating than floororceilingwarming, and that the_savings 
in capital costs would justify its use more often. it is also possible 
that the flow temperature reduction will produce additional fuel 
savings. 

Appendix 

Thermal capacity of building A block only 

The calculations in this section are very approximate and do  not 
pretend to be a detailed investigation of the non steady statc 
co?ditions. 
Each wall has average area = 6.86 x 2.59 x 8 = 142.0m2 
Walls are 178mm thick 
Volume of wall = 142 x 0.178m': 

Weight of concrete say 24Wkdm': 
Therefore weight of wall = 25.2 X 2400 = 6.06 X IO'kg 
Specific heat of heavy building = 830 J/kgK 
Thermal capacity of 36 walls = 36 X 8-10 X 6.06 X WJ/K 

For Spring conditions say water flow = b3 L 
water return = 60°C 

concrete av temp = 35°C 
Design Winter conditions \vaterflow = 82°C 

uater return'= 65°C 
concrete av temp = 41°C 

= 25.2m': 

= 1.833 x 1 0 9 ~ 1 ~  

. . , _ -  . 

For Outside tetiiperntiire drops 

Centre of wall near pipe has to heat up from 65OC to 82°C = 17K 
Wall surface has to heat up from 35°C to 41°C = 6K 
Therefore take average temp rise as 11.5K 
Therefore concrete re,quires I .833 x 10'' x 1 I .5J t o  heat up 
= 2.1 1 x 10"'J 
A block design heat loss = 21 lOkW 

104 

Building will take- 2.1 1 x 1o'O _ _  . = 2.8 hours to heat up 
21 10000 x 3600 

In  these conditions, assume all buildings will demand heat and 
there is no spare capacity from boilers 
Water content of system = 9 x 10'kg 
This must be heated from 60°C to 82°C at the rate of 21 l0kW 

Water will take 9 d 0 4  x 22 x 4.187 x lo3 hours to heat up 
21 10 x lo3 x 3600 

= 1.lh 

I f  this total 2.7 + 1.1-^4 hours is critical, then an advance pulse of 
water must be sent round the building four hours before a cold 
spell is due, so that the building is already warming up. The pulse 
can be provided with more boiler plant available say Yz of total, so 
pulse will be available after 

9 lo4 x 22 x 4.187 x lo3 
= 0 .79say%h - 

0.5 x 5.86 x lo6 x 3600 

For Oiitsicle tempemtiire rises 

Heat output of wall = hA ( 1 )  - h) 
I ,  - I,, = 0.33 for the particular walls 
I,, - 1'11 

Heat loss from dwelling = (Cl + G) (tlrr - L) 
Heat loss from the dwelling = heat output of \\all 

When temperature rises t,,,-t,,,,' t,-+t,' tp+fpl 

When steady state is achieved t,,, is constant. 

dividing 3 by 2 

... (Cs + Cl) (tor - t m t )  = hA ( I ,  - t a i l )  

... (Ct + C/)  ( t m - t m t 1 )  = hA (t>'-Im) 

1 
$1 - tai 

fai tao ts - tai 

tai - tao - - -- - 

so similarly t - t  
P P -  

For design conditions I,,,, = -1°C tC,, = 18.3"C I / ,  = 74'C 

ts - tai 

tp tai 
0.33 -= 
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36.7 - ts' 

tS '  

tP1 

1 
tao 

t,' 

tP1 

ts =36.7"C 

36.7 - 18.3 (tao' + 1) 
- - 

= 74 - 74 - 18.3 (taol +1) 
18.3 +l 

= 74 - 2.89 (taol + 1) 

= 4°C 

= 32OC 

= 60°C 

p = density of concrete = 2400kg/m" 
s = specific heat of concrete = 840J/kgK 
:. thermal capacity = 6.38 x IO'J/K 
Heat to  be lost = 6.38 X 10' ' '~ 9.35 = 60 x IO'J 
Rate of losing heat on one side of the wall = hA (Ist - t , ,) 
where h = surface heat transfer coefficient say 8Wlm'K 
taking f n  as the average value 
Rate of losing heat for%oth sides of \\.all 

= 4.56 x IO"J/s 

:. Wall takes lo6 secs to cool down ' 

= 2 X 8 X 17.77(31.35 - 18.3) 

4.56 x 103 

So a 5K rise in external temp results in a 3.65 hour time lag in the 
wall achieving the steady state condition for the new external 
temperature. 
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